IPRS FORMAT

To,
Name of Composer or Lyricist
Address:

Sub: Release Letter

1. The Indian Performing Right Society Limited ("IPRS") has received a copy
of the agreement dated……between (Composer or Lyricist) and ........
(Producer) assigning the copyrights in the Musical or Lyrical work of the film
“…” ("Agreement")

2. As you are aware, you are member of IPRS and have assigned all your
future copyrights to IPRS in the musical and or lyrical work created and
owned by you. We take note that Musical Works or Literary Works created
in your capacity as a (Composer or Lyricist) ; the track listing of which is
given below, for the Cinematograph Films tentatively titled “____” in
____ Language, have been assigned by you to “_________________”for
the usage in the Film as per the terms of the said Agreement. IPRS hereby
formally grants this release and shall treat this assignment as not contrary
to section 19(8) of the Copyright Act, 1957 ("Act")..

3. For avoidance of doubt, it is clearly understood that IPRS shall,
notwithstanding this release, continue to collect the royalties from the
utilization of the Musical or Lyrical Works of the aforesaid Films as per the
extant provisions of the Act and member’s Deed of Assignment to IPRS.

4. List of the Compositions / Literary Works done for the below Tracks:

Thanking you,

For IPRS

CC: Producers
Publisher